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As the higher forms of love are a fuller reflection of
the Truth than the lower forms of love, it is not possible
for us to understand the higher forms of love by means of
our ideas concerning the lower forms of love; but it
is possible for us to understand the lower forms of love by
means of our ideas concerning- the higher forms of love.
The higher forw of love include within them all the really
-valuable elements in the lower forms of love; but the lower
forms of love do not contain the valuable elements which
are present in the higher forms of love. Hence, a person
who is not evolved spiritually cannot completely understand
the entire significance of the love of a more highly evolved
person. If he tries to understand it, he has to depend mostly
•upon his own experience, which falls short of what he is
trying to understand; and, therefore, his understanding of the
higher form of love remains imperfect. It is for this reason
that Divine Love is unfathomable for all who are still in
the stage of struggling with their limitations. But a person
who is eternally dwelling in the Divine Love has full com-
prehension of the human heart where the tree of love is
still growing: and this comprehension is unparalleled even
by the comprehension which a limited person can have of
himself, since he cannot have real insight into his own
potentialities for the future.
If we take, as it were, a cross-section of human love,
and analyse the total psychic context in which it appears,
we cannot but fail to notice that human love is often
accompanied by various limiting factors like pride, selfish-
ness, possess! veness, desire, jealousy, anxiety and worry.
Love cannot fake to wings and soar freely m the infinite
sky of consciousness\, because it is held up by the strings
of ignora^zce born of separative tendencies. In fact, modern
psycho-analysis seems to emphasize that in most cases of
love, there is also lurking" in the unconscious an element of
hate, which comes to the surface occasionally. This love-
hate attitude has been called 'ambivalence'.

